Advances in surface plasmon resonance biomolecular interaction analysis mass spectrometry (BIA/MS).
Ongoing, worldwide efforts in genomic and protein sequencing, and the ability to readily access corresponding sequence databases, have emphatically driven the development of high-performance bioanalytical instrumentation capable of characterizing proteins and protein-ligand interactions with great accuracy, speed and sensitivity. Two such analytical techniques have arisen over the past decade to play key roles in the characterization of proteins: surface plasmon resonance biomolecular interaction analysis (SPR-BIA) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF). SPR-BIA is used in the real-time investigation of biomolecular recognition events, and is thereby capable of providing details on the association and dissociation kinetics involved in the interaction, information ultimately leading to the determination of dissociation constants involved in the event. MALDI-TOF is used in the structural characterization, identification and sensitive detection of biomolecules. Although the two techniques have found many independent uses in bioanalytical chemistry, the combination of the two, to form biomolecular interaction analysis mass spectrometry (BIA/MS), enables a technique of analytical capabilities greater than those of the component parts. Reviewed here are issues of concern critical to maintaining high-levels of performance throughout the multiplexed analysis, as well as examples illustrating the potential analytical capabilities of BIA/MS.